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For nine years, Harding University has held an annual Say Thanks Day, a time to appreciate and express gratitude
for the University’s donors. In past years, colorfully chalked sidewalks led students to booths manned by volunteers
around campus with cards for writing letters of gratitude and specific prompts for recording thank-you videos. This
year, March 24 was scheduled for Say Thanks Day, but the coronavirus led to a change of plans.
Shelbi Bridges, Generation HU director, was in charge of planning and directing the Say Thanks Day event for the
first time this year. With cards ordered, tables reserved and volunteers scheduled, Bridges had prepared for
everything except students not returning. Though originally hopeful that school would resume in time for Say Thanks
Day, Bridges said she contacted her supervisor to restructure the event when she realized the campus would not be
reopening. 
“This is still an important day, whether students are on campus or not,” Bridges said. “The point of this is to make
sure the donors understand that they’re appreciated.”
Bridges restructured by emailing Harding students and asking them to submit 15- to 30-second videos of gratitude
that she would compile and send to donors. As an incentive, the students with the top 10 most creative video
submissions would receive a $10 Chick-Fil-A gift card. 
Sophomore Rebecca Brackney had signed up as an on-campus Say Thanks Day volunteer prior to campus closure.
When Brackney heard that all students had to do was create videos, she recorded a video and asked her friends to
make several as well.
“My parents always taught me to be grateful for the things that people give, whether it be their time, love, money or
whatever else,” Brackney said. “So that is what inspired me to show my thankfulness towards those that have given
to Harding in any kind of way.”
ANNUAL SAY THANKS DAY GOES VIRTUAL
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 Junior Derek Nutt also recorded a simple video expressing his appreciation for the donors’ contributions. In the
2019-2020 academic year, Dr. Bryan Burks, vice president for advancement, said Harding received over $20 million
in donor contributions. As a science major, Nutt said those donations allowed him to learn several different
technologies under his professors’ supervision. 
“Simply being away from campus at this time has opened my eyes even more regarding what a gift it is to be able to
go to Harding,” Nutt said. “It is a gift resulting from the sacrifices of many people, especially the donors.”
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Bridges said she hopes she will be able to do everything she planned next year, with a chapel presentation on the
morning of Say Thanks Day and booths allowing everyone to be involved throughout the day. 
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BOLD AND GENTLE: NEW STUDENT ASSOCIATION
PRESIDENT PLANS TO MAKE CONVERSATION
written by Guest April 16, 2020----
Written by Caroline Birdwell
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Junior Morgan Proffitt ran unopposed for the Student Association (SA) presidency and was elected April 9 for the
2020-2021 school year, making Proffitt the fourth female SA president in Harding’s history. Proffitt’s female
predecessors include Susan Brady in 1977, Susan Vaughn-Hassman in 1990 and Hallie Hite in 2018. 
Due to most students living off campus during the election, Proffitt — and others who ran for SA positions — relied
heavily on social media to campaign. Proffitt posted on Instagram to announce she was running for SA president.
“Even from my bed at home, I am excited to announce that I am running for SA president,” Proffitt said. “I am so
thankful for the opportunity to serve Harding’s student body in this way, and I pray I can honor the lovely, funny,
beautiful community we get to call home.”
Having to participate in a virtual campaign was not something Proffitt anticipated. She was not able to give a speech
in chapel like usual, so she instead gave a speech through the SA’s Instagram TV (@sahardingu). Proffitt said she
was excited to have the opportunity to share her ideas with the student body.
“While it was frustrating to not be able to have face-to-face conversations with people like in usual elections, what a
blessing to be living in a world as interconnected as ours,” Proffitt said.         
Proffitt campaigned beside the newly elected SA vice president, senior Jacob Taylor, as well as sophomore Bennett
Holloway, who was elected SA treasurer. The name of their campaign was “Make Conversation.” Proffitt said the
concept of this theme is based on everyone having a seat at the table, encouraging students, faculty, staff and
administration to begin building relationships and communicating to avoid misunderstandings. 
“The role of the SA is to be a voice advocating for the needs and desires of the student body and working to develop
relationships so that those needs can be addressed,” Proffitt said. “I hope next year’s SA can continue developing
relationships previously established as well as create new ones.”
SA sponsor and assistant professor of mathematics Jill Davis said she believes Proffitt has many characteristics that
will make her a good president.
“Morgan has organized several of the SA events this year and is a very talented leader,” Davis said. “She has good
connections on campus and understands the role of the SA. Her ability to listen and work well with others makes her
well suited for the role of SA president.”
Proffitt said, though the future is uncertain, she is preparing for the fall semester and has community-oriented goals
in mind. One of her main ideas is to provide students with the option of alternative chapel experiences. 
“[I] hope to work with different groups and organizations on campus to develop alternative chapel experiences for
students,” Proffitt said. “By creating more intimate gatherings, I hope the SA can encourage a spirit of authenticity
and honest fellowship within smaller groups of people.”
Junior Maddy Hall has been in a weekly devotional with Proffitt and said she is a bold and gentle leader.
“When she sees an opportunity for improvement or service, she courageously takes the initiative she needs to while
looking people in the eyes with kindness every step of the way,” Hall said.
Proffitt has been an involved student on Harding’s campus and will continue to be a leader next school year.
“I hope to serve the student body by first and foremost being a listening ear and compassionate heart,” Proffitt said.
“I hope that I and the other SA officers can all work to discover and advocate for the needs of the students while
seeking to develop programs and policies that grow us all into better women and men of Christ.”
Since Proffitt is the fourth female SA president — and the second within three years — Hall said people are
beginning to notice the magnitude of leadership the women of Harding have to offer. 
“The presence of female leadership is nothing new to Harding,” Hall said. “In countless classrooms, offices and
dorms on our campus, women are leading in the love of Jesus … Female leadership during my time at Harding has
made me bolder. Morgan Proffitt called me out of timidity when I was a freshman, and women like her have taught
me what it means to bravely speak life into people. That kind of boldness has transformed my life and faith.”
Proffitt said she is honored to be a part of Harding’s history with Brady, Vaughn-Hassmann and Hite.
“Because of the hard work of so many before me, the world continues to grow into an ever inclusive and equitable
place, and I hope the trend of women being in positions of power can continue not just at Harding, but all throughout
the world,” Proffitt said. “I pray I can hold this position in a way that honors all those who have held it before me.”
After about a month of quarantine, many have struggled with the seemingly never ending negativity. In this
unprecedented time of chaos, however, some are finding opportunities to help people come together and become
stronger. Recently, some celebrities have begun using their influential platforms to spread positivity in a time of
darkness.
Celebrities like Jimmy Fallon and John Krasinksi have used their platforms to aid in the fight against negativity and
put smiles on their viewers’ faces. 
Jimmy Fallon has continued “The Tonight Show” from his own home. Fallon regularly includes his young daughters
in the show and features celebrities via video calls and comedic TikTok videos.
Krasinski started his own news broadcast on YouTube called “Some Good News” (SGN), which is focused on
highlighting good things happening around the world. Hitting close to home, Krasinski gave a shout-out to the Searcy
teachers that rallied together in a drive-by parade across town April 2 in which they waved to their students.
CELEBRITIES USE THEIR PLATFORMS TO SPREAD
POSITIVITY
written by Kaitlynfrancois April 16, 2020
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Sophomore Hannah Hackworth said she watches SGN and has enjoyed the lighthearted YouTube broadcast. She
was impressed with what Krasinski is doing to encourage the world. Hackworth also noted another celebrity, Taylor
Swift, who reached out on Twitter to give some of her fans money through PayPal to pay for rent. 
“I think it’s great that they’re trying to bring light during such a dark time,” Hackworth said. “Especially the celebrities
who are both encouraging people to abide by [Centers for Disease Control and Prevention] guidelines and helping
remind people that there is good enduring through this trial … They’re the ones I see being the most impactful.”
In a world adapting to a different routine, junior Rachel Bible explained how she thinks life derailing itself has become
the “new normal.” Bible said that with this change of pace, an assortment of good has come to the surface, which
has not gone unnoticed.
“I think it’s something really unique about the world right now,” Bible said. “We are all being affected by the same
monster, and everyone is fighting in different ways to not lose to the negativity.” 
Bible listed a variety of ways the community is pouring into one another to bring positivity. 
“Everyone does this in very different ways,” Bible said. “CEOs are giving back to their workers, comedians are doing
their shows from home, teachers are hand-delivering food to their students every day, young people are writing
letters to people they barely know.”
Senior Garrett Carmical said he does his best to filter the pessimistic messaging from the informational and fuel his
day with things that are not “soul-draining.”
“Not hearing about the negative things that are going on in the world right now has brightened my days,” Carmical
said. “Not that I don’t know about the negative things — I just gather what info is necessary and then move onto
much more uplifting media.”
In the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, a theater director from Texas started a company named The Call-Out with
the goal of calling Christians to use their gifts and creative spirits to spread the gospel. Throughout the course of the
project, several Harding students have also gotten involved.
‘FIGHTING FOR THE ARTS TO RECLAIM THE KINGDOM’
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The Call-Out is a resource to connect God’s gospel to an artist’s heart founded by Amy Smissen, a director and
choreographer in Texas. The company’s efforts are currently focused on their social media presence with Instagram
and Facebook accounts, but Smissen said she hopes to expand their reach in the future.
Harding junior Cassie Weaver is among one of the Harding students involved in The Call-Out. Weaver, a former
student of Smissen’s, was called to join the team about one year into the development process of The Call-Out. She
meets with other teammates twice a week, brainstorms ideas and writes content.
“I got on board with The Call-Out because I did ‘Mary Poppins the Musical’ with Amy [Smissen] and Craig [Jerpi],
who then went on to create The Call-Out,” Weaver said. “They were praying about who would be involved and help
them, and the Lord highlighted my name, so I have been praying and dream-building and helping for about a year
now.”
With Weaver’s theater background and her enthusiasm for creating and directing, she said she was thrilled to help
with this project. Weaver said The Call-Out hopes to raise generations to call out God’s good news.
“Creativity is such a beautiful thing, and we know that it comes from the one source and one source only,” Weaver
said. “It is by no accident that God would choose artists to communicate stories. At The Call-Out, we believe in
studying the word of God in its entirety, disciplining the gifting of a God-given craft, and training to the utmost
excellence. We are raising up fearless generations to boldly call out God’s Good News and to live out their
transformation story.”
Weaver isn’t the only Harding student this company has involved in its mission to “creatively broadcast Gospel
transformation.” A video posted on The Call-Out Instagram page highlighted several Harding students, showcasing
their talents of dancing, singing, drawing and playing an instrument. One of those students was sophomore Jackson
Gilreath.
“Being a part of The Call-Out was extremely encouraging for me above all else,” Gilreath said. “To be reminded that
any talents I have are God-given and that there are so many ways to worship him through them was a blessing.”
Smissen said she first felt God using the arts in her life to do work for his kingdom when she was directing a
production in 2014. Since then, she has been searching for ways to put God back into the arts.
Due to fear of letting artistry become an idol, Smissen said God asked her to give it to him, which gave her time to
learn more about God and, in turn, help her create The Call-Out.
“After spending years of getting to know who I was in Christ and getting to know his redemptive story better, he
handed the gift back,” Smissen said. “In the past two years, God has brought a divine team to come alongside this
vision and carry out the mission he has given us. We are humbled and honored to stand in the gap fighting for the
arts to be reclaimed for the kingdom.”
In the future, Weaver and Smissen said The Call-Out hopes to focus on the next generation to help and encourage
them in the pursuit of God and artistry. What started with a theater teacher in Texas and grew to a social media
presence, they hope will grow into even bigger and more impactful projects.
“We want to provide resources that equip and empower [Christian artists] to simultaneously study God’s word and
build on their artistry,” Weaver said. “Our hope and prayer are that Call-Out, one day, will be a place where God-
sized dreams can be cultivated and birthed out of.”
“You graduate on Saturday. You go to church on Sunday. Then it’s Monday, and you’d better have a plan.”
It was a piece of satirical advice given by a professor in one of our upper level classes. He meant it as a joke, and we
took it as such. However, this was the vocalization of a very real fear I have faced for the past two years.
What if I don’t have a job lined up after graduation?
For two years, I’ve been terrified of such a possibility. When the caps and gowns were put away, the farewells said,
the apartment packed up — what then? The thought of returning to my hometown without a plan for the future was
horrifying.
If I’m being honest, it all stemmed from a deep-rooted fear of being embarrassed. If I moved back into my childhood
room and returned to my parents’ home congregation, I was going to face the same question over and over.
“Congratulations on graduating! What’s next?” I could already envision the pity in their eyes when I told them I was
FINDING THE UNEXPECTED SILVER LINING
written by Emily Nicks April 16, 2020
looking for a job. I was already cringing at the awkward pause that would follow.
For two years, I had fully bought into the lie that I was going to be a loser and a failure if I didn’t have a dream job in
an exciting city lined up immediately following graduation.
And now, here we are, less than a month away from May 9, 2020. I’ve applied to dozens of jobs with no luck, and
there aren’t nearly as many companies actively hiring entry-level communicators right now. In many ways, this is my
worst nightmare.
Oddly, though, I feel more at peace with the thought than ever before.
I know that when I finally finish up these online classes and even when group gatherings recommence, people will be
understanding that I don’t have a post-grad job yet. It’ll take a while for the job market to get back to normal, and
that’s OK. I’ll be OK.
Will I continue to apply for any open jobs I can find? Yes, of course. And if I somehow line up a job in the next few
years, I’ll be thrilled. However, I’m no longer controlled by the fear of embarrassment.
We’ve all been searching for silver linings through the craziness of this pandemic. Hopefully, you have found several
— more free time, a chance to refocus on what’s important to you, a time to reconnect with family. If you’re a senior
like me, I hope you can add one more silver lining to that list: It has never been more understandable to not have a
job lined up after graduation. And for that, I am thankful.
During this time of uncertainty and fear, everyone is in the same boat. We are all doing what we can to see this
turbulent time through. Neighbors are reaching out to help neighbors, and friends and family have come closer
together, both literally and physically. While social media have allowed us to highlight the good and keep in touch
with those we are temporarily separated from, the good we see on our Instagram feeds does not erase the suffering
of others.
On March 18 actress Gal Gadot posted a video on Instagram of herself and other celebrities singing the song
“Imagine” by John Lennon, and it went viral. Immediately, the video received backlash, with many accusing the video
of being inconsiderate. 
The video, with most likely only the best of intentions, did the opposite of what these celebrities expected. Ironically,
it did bring people together, but in an unanticipated direction. 
HOLLYWOOD’S ENCOURAGEMENT TENDS TO BE TONE
DEAF
written by Abigailrezentes April 16, 2020
Twitter user @pinko_snob responded to the video, tweeting, “I’ve always hated this song. ‘Imagine no possessions’
sung by some of the wealthiest people in the world.” This highlights how the choice of song was out of touch and the
original message was lost.  
The typical middle to lower class person has to work day to day and is struggling to make ends meet right now,
waiting for their stimulus check and applying for unemployment, and some celebrities are singing rather than acting.
In contrast, when it was announced that Lady Gaga had raised $35 million dollars for the World Health Organization
and also organized a live stream concert titled “One World: Together at Home” to raise more money, social media
users responded much more positively. 
This key difference shows that the actions celebrities are taking in order to help ease others’ pains speak much
louder than videos of “encouragement.” Actor John Krasinski has brightened peoples’ day with his YouTube series
called “Some Good News” to highlight the good news in the world, and he has paired that with action. Recently
Krasinski, along with Red Sox player David Ortiz, surprised a few Boston healthcare workers with tickets to Red Sox
games for life — a small token of appreciation for those on the front lines right now. 
Of course, this does not mean all celebrities are being insensitive by posting a picture of their family cooking Easter
dinner paired with an encouraging caption. There are plenty who are spending their quarantine time just the same as
us: staying inside, social distancing, taking the dog for a walk and playing an almost unhealthy amount of “Animal
Crossing.” This is not meant to be a bashing of all celebrities. They have their millions, and to be fair, have no
obligation to donate anything. But if they want to create a video singing about “a brotherhood of man,” the least they
can do is also donate a few masks. 
Written by Molly Campbell
DreamWorks Animation’s newest film, “Trolls World Tour,” was scheduled to release in theaters April 10. Due to
nationwide closures of theaters and social distancing regulations, however, the movie was released on demand the
same day it was scheduled to hit theaters. The “Trolls” sequel is filled with well-known celebrities, including Anna
Kendrick, Justin Timberlake, Kelly Clarkson, Kunal Nayyar, James Corden, Mary J. Blige and many more. This cast
delivers an energetic performance that will leave you with a smile on your face and a song stuck in your head. 
“Trolls World Tour” follows the story of Poppy (Kendrick), the queen of the pop trolls, and Branch (Timberlake) as
they discover that the pop trolls are only one of six types of trolls. Their music is in danger after the queen of the rock
trolls, Barb (voiced by Rachel Bloom), and her father, Thrash (voiced by Ozzy Osbourne), set out to destroy all other
types of music. Poppy and Branch set out on a mission to unite all the trolls and stop Barb from destroying pop
music. 
MOVIE REVIEW: ‘TROLLS WORLD TOUR’ STRIKES A
HARMONIOUS CHORD
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The introduction of new types of trolls brings a wide variety of music numbers to the sequel. Unlike the original
“Trolls,” which focused on pop music, “Trolls World Tour” gives a taste of country, rock, jazz, reggae, techno and
more. DreamWorks Animation brings the different genres alive by giving each type of troll a unique style to represent
each type of music, creating a sense of diversity within the movie. 
Although each genre is represented, it unfortunately seems as though DreamWorks created more trolls than they
had time to work with. Trying to fit all the different types of trolls and music genres into the movie seemed to take all
the screen time, which created an ending that felt a bit too rushed. The ending has a beautiful meaning, which made
the hurriedness of it slightly disappointing.
Though the pacing of the movie may be a bit rushed, the music more than makes up for it; the soundtrack is sure to
get stuck in your head. No matter what genre of music you prefer, there is something for everybody in this movie.
The song and dance numbers in the movie are what you would expect from a movie meant for children. Sure, they
are a little cheesy at times, but they bring a smile to your face, and I am sure you will find yourself singing along, and
maybe even dancing a little, at some point in the movie. 
Overall, I felt “Trolls World Tour” was a wonderful, fun-filled movie that is bound to bring some lighthearted positivity
during the current season. Filled with lessons for children (and adults) about diversity and acceptance, this movie
shows what it truly looks like to live in harmony.
Ethan Brown was working as a registered nurse in the heart and lung transplant intensive care unit at The Mayo
Clinic when his life took a dramatic turn. In the fall of 2019, Brown was hired as new assistant director at Harding
University in Florence (HUF). Brown began his role this semester, but his time was cut short by the outbreak of the
coronavirus in Italy, leaving him with only a few weeks as assistant director.
Brown attended Harding as a first generation college student and graduated with a bachelor of science in nursing
degree in 2018. He studied abroad in the HUF program during his time at Harding.
Brown said his favorite part of being assistant director of HUF was being with the students and learning from them;
he said he gained a lot by witnessing the talents God had given them. Unfortunately, he only got a few weeks with
his first group of students before the decision was made Feb. 26 to shut down the HUF campus.
“To the students whose study abroad trip got cut short, I don’t have words that will suddenly make the situation seem
any better,” Brown said. “It is so unfortunate that this happened, but I hope that they will still make the most of this
time by being fully present with God, with family and with themselves. Take this time to grow through discomfort,
NEW HUF ASSISTANT DIRECTOR MAKES AN IMPACT WITH
JUST HALF A SEMESTER
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seek new opportunities to learn and pray for a better future. I encourage them to make every effort to travel abroad
again once all of this passes.”
Junior Everett Kirkman was a member of the spring 2020 HUF program, and she got to know Brown during her time
abroad. Kirkman said her favorite memory with Brown was when he spoke during chapel about how HUF had
impacted his life.
“He lived his dream for a while, but soon realized his job wasn’t everything … Through a series of events, he got
reconnected with Robbie [Shackelford] and ended up accepting the assistant director position,” Kirkman said. “He
left his dream job and moved across the world. On paper, he had the perfect life in Minnesota, but in his heart, he
said something wasn’t right … In complete faith, he followed where the Spirit led him.”
Sophomore Ellie Shelton also attended HUF this spring. She recalled that same day in chapel and said she felt
inspired by Brown’s story to follow where the Spirit had called him. Shelton said no one knew what to expect from
Brown because he had big shoes to fill. Harding alumnus Grant Schol was assistant director for several years before
Brown, and he was well known and liked by previous HUF students. Shelton said Brown exceeded her wildest
expectations and made every student feel at home in a foreign country. 
“I loved that Ethan was always willing to jump in and do whatever we were doing with us, whether that was going to
get gelato, singing while someone played the piano or talking about the enneagram with us during tea time,” Shelton
said. “He never acts like he is better than anyone.” 
Brown is now in Ohio spending time with his family, watching a lot of movies and studying Italian. He accepted an
ICU position in New York City to help battle the coronavirus, and he is moving there today for at least a month.
Brown will return to the HUF campus to work as assistant director when the pandemic passes.
While some students are spending their time completing online classes or learning new hobbies, others are clocking
in hours as an essential worker. At the time of this publication, 42 states in America are under a shelter in place
order. Students and their families are required to stay at home; however, a handful are learning what it is like to
continue working during a pandemic. 
An essential worker is an employee who performs tasks involving the safety of human life or the protection of
property as stated in the 2013 Essential Service Act. Many jobs such as those involved in healthcare, groceries and
delivery services are commonly labeled essential. This is the case for freshman Amanda Brown, who works at a
Walmart Supercenter in Mountain Home, Arkansas.
“I have had to adjust my work schedule into my new online school schedule,” Brown said. “We are always
disinfecting everything 24/7, and we have put limits on certain items because of people hoarding them. We changed
our store hours and have to keep six feet from customers and associates.” 
PERSPECTIVES FROM ESSENTIAL WORKERS
written by Mrichardson1 April 16, 2020
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Brown described the regulations Walmart has put in place, including limiting the number of customers who may be
inside the store at a time. According to Brown, a little over a thousand customers at once are permitted to occupy the
220,000 square feet of the Walmart Supercenter where she works.
On the other hand, smaller grocery stores such as the Natural Food Store (NFS) in Searcy, Arkansas, encourage
their customers to use curbside pick up. NFS sells produce, as well as supplements and vitamins, making it essential
for customers to purchase what they need. The Natural Food Store now offers delivery within 10 miles of their
location. Junior Cassie Weaver, an employee at NFS, has had to adapt along with the customers.
“It has been a little strange [to be an essential worker] because I am so thankful to have a job, and yet trying to stay
home and isolated as much as possible,” Weaver said. “It has been a bit of a journey to find the balance and peace
of mind.” 
Harding alumnus Gregg Downing experiences a different side of essential work. Downing spends three days a week
as a medical technician for OneLife Wellness Center in Searcy. 
“My job responsibilities have not changed much since the beginning of all of this, but I still feel like I make an
important impact because people still need medical attention unrelated to COVID-19,” Downing said.
Downing’s responsibilities include screening individuals for COVID-19 symptoms before they enter the clinic, as well
as triage prior to the patient seeing the doctor. 
“I am the first person a patient meets, so I can help each individual feel comfortable during a time of uncertainty,”
Downing said. “It is important to start the visit off in a positive way before they see the doctor.” 
Being an essential worker is clocking into the front lines every day, providing communities with the care they need,
and still ensuring their families are safe at home.
The votes are in and it’s official: The tie-dye trend is back just in time to make the perfect quarantine craft. 
 Up until last year, tie-dye was dead. That was until the public saw celebrities like Beyoncé and Justin Beiber wearing
it, and things began to change. Influencers, celebrities and runways all around the world are now repping this hippie
style, leaving the world with only one conclusion: Tie-dye is back. 
Tie-dye historically hit its prime in the ’60s and ’70s with its hippie origins. Today, with tie-dyed fashions proudly
featured on Prada’s runway, it has taken on a more modern look. 
Senior Kally Byrd said she has loved tie-dye since she was a little girl, but she noticed people hopping back on the
trend around two months ago. 
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“For me, tie-dye has always been in style, and I have worn it proudly for years,” Byrd said. “I have done some tie-
dyeing at home, and I plan on doing some more during my time in  quarantine.”
Not only is it the perfect time to bring out that middle school field day shirt you tie-dyed years back, but it is also the
perfect time to dye something new for a quarantine craft. 
Sophomore Eden Taylor has been a fan from the beginning but said she got away from it as she grew older.
Recently, she found herself reverse tie-dying a black shirt with bleach and embroidering it with the words “Be happy.”
She said this is her best piece yet. 
“I like doing something artsy that doesn’t require a lot of skill,” Taylor said. “It’s a good pastime for quarantine.”
The beauty of this trend is the freedom in it. Anything can be tie-dyed, whether it is sweatpants, a shirt, socks or an
old sweatshirt; it’s all up to the creator. 
Junior Sydney Tabor, an avid tie-dye lover, said she even tie-dyed some denim during her recent weeks at home. 
“My sister repurposed a few of her old sweatshirts, I chose to block bleach my jeans, and even my brother jumped in
on the creativity with a T-shirt of his,” Tabor said. “It has been a fun family activity we can all do together while in
quarantine.”
Tabor said she takes a lot of pride in this craft and enjoys the freedom to make it how she wants as well as the ability
to express herself through it. 
“I enjoy tie-dye because I love the sense of ‘do it yourself,’” Tabor said. “Not only can I feel productive by
accomplishing something in my day, but I can make it the way I want it to be. I like that it’s my very own creation; it’s
something I can wear with pride.”
Who would have thought tie-dye would make a comeback this late in the game? There is no telling what the next
quarantine trend will be. 
“Don’t be afraid to do or wear something because it’s not in style or on trend,” Byrd said. “You never know when it
might make a comeback, and even if it doesn’t, wear what you want and express yourself through your clothing.”
As one could expect, a pandemic and its numerous implications have elicited a wide-ranging list of reactions among
people. The Enneagram, a personality typing system, may explain the different responses people have toward
current events. While some do not identify with many stereotypes of their Enneagram type, the personality theory
can still provide insight into the differences in how people have reacted to recent changes.
A survey conducted within women’s social club Delta Gamma Rho (DGR) showed behavior similarities among
specific types. For instance, a large number of those who identified as Type Nine (the Peacemaker) said they have
lived up to their type’s stereotype by enjoying the slower pace and time at home.
“My favorite part is that I am actually being told to stay home and not be out,” junior and Type Nine Rebecca Rowsey
said. “It’s like everyone else is having to do what I long to be doing all the time.”
REACTIONS TO SOCIAL DISTANCING, AS SEEN THROUGH
THE ENNEAGRAM
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On the other end of the spectrum, those whose types are typically known for being people and activity oriented, such
as Type Two (the Helper) or Seven (the Enthusiast), shared that social distancing has been challenging. Some said
they have struggled with not having the opportunity to physically be with a lot of the people they care so much
about. 
“As a Two, it has been hard for me to feel like I have a huge purpose in a time like this,” senior Zane Fowler said. “I
am having a hard time feeling like I am doing a good job loving others from a distance. Technology has been helpful,
but there is just a big difference in being able to make someone feel loved in person versus on the phone.” 
Sophomore Kyle Brehm said that he has shown Type Four (the Individualist) tendencies by neglecting routine and
schedule. However, he said while Fours are commonly viewed as being reserved and introverted, he has missed
being around people immensely. 
Junior Rachel Walle said she has seen both positive and negative aspects of her personality surface during this time.
As a Type Six (the Loyalist), she has been tempted to think of worst case scenarios in relation to the coronavirus;
however, she also said that her strengths, such as being loyal and honest, have helped her sustain relationships in
this season.
Regardless of the extent to which a person identifies with a certain Enneagram type, this time of social distancing
and uncertainty can provide ample opportunity for growth and finding new ways to build upon previous weaknesses,
and maybe even strengths, as seen by junior Olivia Nutt.“I initially felt discouraged when quarantine began,” Nutt,
who identifies as a Type Seven, said. “I am confident that the best way I serve and minister to others is through
being with them daily. This has been discouraging. However, I have been challenged to stretch myself and learn new
ways to connect with the people around me. I definitely know I have grown, and that feels good.”
April is known to bring many notable events — the official start of spring, those famous 
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“It allows me to appreciate the world and the people in it,” Williams said. 
Sophomore Hannah Faulkner said she enjoys writing both creative fiction and poetry in
third place in the 2020 Jeanie Dolan Carter Memorial Collegiate Poetry Contest, hosted
The contest was open to all college students from Arkansas.
“Poetry is a great way for me to get the words out of my head that wouldn’t otherwise b
“There’s something going on in my head constantly. Sometimes I’m anxious and stress
beautiful I just need to write about it, and poetry is a good way to put those abstract con
understand.”
Assistant professor of English Paulette Bane helps run Harding’s poetry club, “Souveni
poetry, but rather it is a process each person figures out for themselves. She said while
takes the author’s own voice. 
“Reading and writing poetry is a process of discovery as you either cope or make sense
alive,” Bane said.
To those who might think that they cannot write poetry, Bane said, “Well how do you kn
She also said that just because we celebrate National Poetry Month in April does not m
of the year. However, April may just be the perfect time for people to try their own hand
“You need to widen your idea of what poetry is if you think you can’t do it,” Bane said. “
something everyone should do, and it’s just a different form of thinking.”
For some suggestions on how to get involved, check out the page “30 Ways to Celebra
It’s no secret that COVID-19 has hit some states harder than others, making several places in the U.S. hotspots.
From New York to Washington state and down to Louisiana, life in the States has changed greatly, especially in
these ravaged areas.
Students come from all over the world to attend Harding in Arkansas, including the places most directly affected by
the coronavirus currently.
“Grocery stores are the only thing really open,” junior Rachel Creely of Berkshire, New York, said. “I’m trying to apply
to them, but it’s so hard because so many people are looking for jobs, so they’re just going left and right.”
Even job websites are crashing due to the number of people who have been looking for jobs since such a great
number have gotten laid off, Creely said.
STUDENTS RETURN HOME TO U.S. CORONAVIRUS
HOTSPOTS
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There are also long lines everywhere, including outside of Walmart, to limit the number of customers inside at the
same time, according to Creely. Per U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines, people are
supposed to stay at least six feet away from others and avoid gatherings of more than 10 people.
Creely also said New York has gotten stricter on traveling in and out of the state. 
“[The state government] kind of shut down the state lines and aren’t really letting anyone cross,” Creely said.
Her parents were able to help her move out of the dorm at Harding before the school limited access and the state
restricted borders, but since then, regulations have gotten tighter.
Sophomore Stewart Farley from Lake Tapps, Washington, can relate to a few things Creely is experiencing, including
grocery store regulations.
“You have to be six feet apart from one another, and everyone is wearing a mask,” Farley said. “They also put a
glass divider separating you and the cashier.”
Several states are still allowing people to explore the great outdoors, but in the state of Washington, even hiking
trails have been closed, Farley said.
“Hunting and fishing is closed as well, so even activities that are usually done alone or with a small group of people
are closed,” Farley said. “I haven’t been able to hang out with any of my friends since I’ve been back.”
Farley said a couple of his close friends have been able to leave the state and quarantine themselves in a rental
house in Arizona, but he isn’t sure if people who leave can get back in.
According to a study conducted at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette, Louisiana is experiencing the highest
initial growth rate of COVID-19 in the world.
“I think [Louisiana is] slowly getting better,” senior Kayla Stites of Monroe, Louisiana, said. “The whole reason why it
was bad in the first place was because of Mardi Gras.”
While Mardi Gras may have not been the only cause of Louisiana’s outbreaks, the large influx of visitors and regular
large gatherings definitely added to the now devastating condition.
“As soon as the governor let schools out in Louisiana, a lot of people just went to party and celebrate instead of
actually listening and taking precaution,” Stites said.
Grocery stores are trying to enforce a rule that families can only go once a week and are limited to one pack of water
and one pack of toilet paper — if those items are even available, Stites said. There is also a set schedule of when
different age groups are allowed to go with intentions of limiting as much human contact as possible — especially
contact with senior citizens who are more susceptible. There is no doubt that the COVID-19 pandemic has affected
the country from coast to coast. According to Johns Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, there were 629,264
confirmed cases in the U.S. as of Thursday, April 16. The same center reported 21,951 confirmed cases in
Louisiana; 207,512 confirmed cases in New York; and 10,942 confirmed cases in Washington state as of the same
date.
Written by Mary Fenner
Nintendo released the highly anticipated game “Animal Crossing: New Horizons” (ACNH) last month. I’ve been
playing “Animal Crossing” since Nintendo released “Animal Crossing: Wild World” in 2005, so as soon as the new
game was available for preorder, I claimed my copy. “Animal Crossing” is a slice of life game series, and ACNH is
the fifth game in this beloved saga. There aren’t levels or challenges, which makes for fun, chill game play — perfect
for quarantine. Here’s what’s new in “New Horizons:” 
1. An island setting: While the other “Animal Crossing” games place you in a town that’s already somewhat
established, this game brings you to a deserted island where it is your character’s responsibility to build
infrastructure and a reputation for your island. 
2. Smart phones: In this game, every player is given what’s called a Nook Phone. On your Nook Phone, you
can keep track of progress (such as the bugs and fish you’ve gathered), view recipes you’ve collected, and
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find daily tasks you can complete for Nook Miles. They can be redeemed for special items and tickets to go
explore Mystery Islands.
3. Crafts: In this game, one of the ways to acquire furniture is to build it yourself. Players can find building plans
by popping balloons, searching along their beach or talking to villagers on their island. 
4. Choose your villagers: You have more freedom than ever in ACNH to choose which villagers (or non-
playable characters) will live on your island. As mentioned above, players can redeem their Nook Miles for a
ticket to a Mystery Island. On that island, you will find potential villagers who express how much they’d love
to live on an island full-time. If you like the character you encounter, you can invite them to build a house on
your island. 
5. Multiplayer mode: This is the first “Animal Crossing” game in which multiple people can play on the same
console. In multiplayer mode, up to four players from the same island can play at the same time.
6. Terraforming: The most exciting addition to this game is the ability to fully customize your island. After
completing a few tasks, your character will get a new app on their Nook Phone that allows you to build paths,
cliffs and waterways. Many people have gotten creative and posted their island designs online, some of
which feature private waterfalls, intricate mazes, parks and stepping stones through rivers. 
All of these new features are great, but what’s even more exciting is that Nintendo is constantly putting out new
“Animal Crossing” content that can be downloaded to your console. The first notable content was “Bunny Day,” an
Easter event that took place on every island. The next event to anticipate is “Nature Day.” In late April, each island
will receive a visit from Leif, a character introduced in “Animal Crossing: New Leaf.”
“Animal Crossing: New Horizons” has brought a lot of fun, new content to fans — old and new — already, and the
new adventures are just beginning.
